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About This Game

Do you dare play hide and seek with the spirits?

You will take the role of Annie, in this Japanese test of courage, usually related to spirits or ghosts, called Hitori Kakurenbo,
also known as "the game of hiding alone". At the moment when everything gets out of control, this girl will go through her

biggest fears.

At 3 am, repeat the name of your doll 3 times and then say "it's your turn", immediately you have to leave him stabbed with a
knife in the bathtub. All the lights of your house should be turned off, although you can use a dim light like a flashlight. Once
this did this, it is time to hide, meanwhile you try to avoid the spirits to haunt your whole house. If the puppet finds you, it will
stab you with the same object which you stabbed it. To finish the game, you have to survive until 6 in the morning to be able to

shout "I win", as long as the spirits have not reached you before.

Are you ready to play it?

Features

Hide to survive

You will play from 3am until 6am. Inside the game
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Find Hidden Sites

Discover secrets that will help you on every map

Experience the legend of Hitori Kakurenbo like never before

Collect objects on each map and gain new skills
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Title: Damned Hours
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Delusion Arts Entertainment, LLC
Publisher:
Delusion Arts Entertainment, LLC
Release Date: 2 Oct, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windiws 7 - 10

Processor: Intel Core i3-530

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: 1GB VRAM, NVIDIA Geforce GTX 260 / ATI Radeon HD 4870

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 4 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX Compatible

Additional Notes: Targetting 720p @ 60 fps

English
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If you played The Fruit of Grisaia, then bought the Michiru spin-off, don't expect to bawl your eyes out like many others have.
This is a much more light hearted game. If you liked the long common route or part 1 of the spin off (assuming you are reading
this because you are wondering to buy part 2 after finishing part 1), then you will enjoy this for it's little skits and not so serious
story.

Even though this is a spin-off, some of the characters from the sequal of the main series show up, but knowing who they are is
what all really matters, so it's not a terribly huge spoiler alert. Watching all of the anime adaptations should be more than
enough.

Like The Fruit of Grisaia, you have the choice of either choosing to go windowed mode, which you can't customize, or full
screen. I would rather have the windowed mode to be the same size as in Grisaia and not the overly huge screen that has little
difference form full screen.

Pressing F12 (default minimize and screenshot button) and then another regular key still makes your game take a screenshot
until you restart the game.
Michiruisbestgirl\/10. Party was a Drow Bro, and a Drunk Friar. Failed at pretty much everything.

10\/10 would swipe right again.. Wow. Haven't played this for four years. I think I finished the main/first campaign but didn't
start the next one (expansion included in Ultimate Edition?)

I did enjoy this space 4X. Definitely had some challenges. I might get back to that second campaign. Or I might just skip over to
Galactic Civilizations II.

7.5/10. Thank you, Steam, for *FINALLY* adding Pharaoh! I had to purchase it through GOG several years back in order to
enjoy it, but now I can finally play it via Steam. I used to play this game as a kid and absolutley loved it. I play this game now as
an adult and I still absolutley love it. In my book, it's one of the best games ever!. Awesome!!! 4/5
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Super cool game! I love it!
Gameplay is easy - player can move with WASD. Aiming is automatic. To shoot you need to enter the right answer. You can
dodge from enemy bullets with your WASD.

6+4 \/ 10!. Loads of fun! Highly recommended if you love shooter metroidvanias.. The Last Wind Monk is exactly what it says
on the tin. This is a proper German adventure game; a worthy follow-up to the first Inner World. I don't find the characters very
likable or much understand their interpersonal relationships, but the overall story is cute and the pacing is perfect. The art is
gorgeous. The puzzles are just right. Even if you get stuck there is an excellent per-puzzle hint system that avoids you having to
try skim a walkthrough and spoil other puzzles in the process. I played it in German so can't comment on the English dubbing,
but the German is fine and funny and never grating. Overall a very solid adventure.. Overall i enjoy the game. A top down
modular starship game!

It could use some refinement however. It seems to be either to hard, or to easy. In order to get set up you have to duck back into
the shop often early on. ANd i hope there will be more levels added later on. If not for this particular game, the next one?

I like the three types of weapon classes, and the different directions they can go in style and specialty. Though for special
equipment i swear i either missed the how to use, or the game does not have instruction for it yet?

But in short, just needs more missions and some fine tuning.. meh its alright. This game is an Early Access Indie that scared
the\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665out of me, the music does not help when your turning into Usain Bolt and hear the
heavy breathing of the slick bastard chasing your\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665down.. Sometimes buying bargain basement
games is risky and does not end well. Games this cheap can be totally for♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ particularly the casual gaming set:
developers that were plagued with production problems on the back end try their best to stuff the dirt under the rug so no one
would notice, but the cracks show in the light in confusing plots, some cheap-looking graphics and bad voiceovers. Make no
mistake…1 Moment of Time: Silentville has all these blunders. Just look at the opening slate! But, the amateur bits of this game
are forgivable. Ultimately, this is a fun game with a lot going for it.

Stylistically, Silentville’s graphics appear a tad dated, but the game itself holds up, with puzzles and hidden object scenes that are
varied and interesting. There are at least a dozen locations at one time to explore – with a decent map that allows you to warp to
each location. You are also given a book that tracks what you have done and clues to direct you to what you have to do next.
With this many locales, there is a fair bit of backtracking. About the only thing I didn’t enjoy here was that once I was done for
good in an area, the game kept its access open, making me think there was more to do. Thank goodness for that warp map!
Really though, I got to know Silentville‘s layout pretty well and did not often get all “turned around”.

Where the cracks showed in Silentville fell on some of the hidden object scenes that would have the gamer search for an item
that happened to be hidden behind the game’s static lower screen inventory banner. Not a big deal, but it seemed to be most HO
scenes, and it did cost me a few achievements in the game having to use the Hint to find those items.

A few minor bellyaches: anyone else think “1 Moment of Time” is a strange title to a game? I mean, writing this post, I had to
go back and correct how I wrote the title a few times. Why a numeral 1 in the title; why not ONE? This grated on me a little in a
wordsmithing way. But, I suppose it’s not as bad as the rampant and obvious spelling errors throughout the game, for which
there is numeral 0 excuse!

Overall, 1 Moment of Time: Silentville has staying power and variety. Most of all, it’s fun! And at 0.59 cents on Steam, it has
been a pleasant surprise!. 3 So much fun.. pretty good game
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